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KERING - 360
Enabling Communication & Collaboration
From an intranet to a digital workspace
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KERING - 360
World leader in luxury apparel & accessories
A business designer and I created a proposal that
outlines a roadmap for the redesign of Kering’s existing
intranet. Our key aim in doing so was to design for
greater employee adoption. We proposed an iterative
approach to the development of a tool that provides,
not only a place for employees to get informed and
connected, but one that could enable individuals across
the company to get work done collaboratively via a
digital workspace.
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Roadmap

Introduction

ROADMAP
Back to basics

Digital workspace
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Back to basics

Digital workspace

BACK TO BASICS

Roadmap

Back to basics

GET INFORMED
Back to basics

Objectives
Give people a sense that there is always
something interesting.

Design Drivers
Maximise available content to give the sense
of content freshness. Promote discovery by
leveraging content connections between
diverse themes and subjects.

Digital workspace

news

KPI

expert
content

relevant
contacts

Number of returning visitors, session duration
and content consumed per visit.

related
news

Functionalities
News, expert content, reference content,
search, profile, contacts and email.

Impact
Starts creating real value for the user, hence
driving adoption. It also contributes a sense of
belonging to the group, extending outside
their usual circles (geography, brand, or
expertise).
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Roadmap

Back to basics

GET INFORMED & CONNECTED
Back to basics

Objectives
Initiate contribution through low risk low
engagement actions. Enable people to discover
shared interests and connect one-to-one.

Design Drivers

Digital workspace

Foster contribution through easy commenting.
Leverage the latter to promote presence and
360-enabled communication.

news

KPI

instant
communication
contributions

Number of contributors and contributions.
Number of 360-enabled communications.

presence

Functionalities
Availability (presence), instant messaging and
audio calls.

Impact
Users’ networks expand outside their
immediate work relations. A space for the
exchange of opinions.
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Roadmap

Back to basics

GET INFORMED & CONNECTED
Back to basics

Objectives
Increase the opportunity for employee
participation, discussion and one-to-many
communication.
Digital workspace

Design Drivers

news
notifications
blog
discussion group

Leverage the desire of people to share, ask,
seek feedback, reach out to create active
participation beyond existing boundaries
and create new content. Leverage people’s
natural curiosity to check what’s new.

KPI
Amount of new and publishable content.
Level of participation. Number of discussion
groups eventually created.

Functionalities
Discussions, blogs, groups, notifications.

Impact
Users become participants in the sharing of
ideas and the creation of discussions.
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Roadmap

Back to basics

GET INFORMED, CONNECTED & WORK DONE
Back to basics

Objectives
Start facilitating collaborative projects and
content creation.

Design Drivers
Build on the habits established so far to start
shifting collaboration onto 360.

Digital workspace

document

shared files

KPI
Number of collaborative projects and shared
materials.

Functionalities

send files

Content management and file sharing.

Impact
Users share project information and
associated documents in collaborative spaces.
Employees identify common interest projects
and shared partnerships across brands.
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Back to basics

Digital workspace

DIGITAL WORKSPACE

Roadmap

Digital workspace

GET WORK DONE
Back to basics

Objectives
Transform users from participants to
active collaborators.

Design Drivers
Digital workspace

collaborative
document

Cultivate cross platform communication
to enhance the potential for greater
collaboration.

KPI
Amount of activity on diﬀerent devices.

Functionalities

email & file share

Share and edit files across computers,
tablets and smart phones.

Impact
Employees work eﬀectively together,
both locally and at a distance.
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Roadmap

Digital workspace

GET WORK DONE
Back to basics

Objectives
Enable the personalisation of information and
tools.

Digital workspace

integrated
email

instant
messages

Design Drivers
Nurture autonomy to give employees the
freedom to achieve their goals in a way that
makes sense to them. Promote familiarity to
enhance the user experience and increase
engagement.

KPI

calendar

Number of personalised workspaces.

file share

Functionalities
The addition and/or removal of existing
functionalities.

Impact
Individuals select the tools they need to be
informed, get connected and get work done
as seamlessly as possible.
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BPCE
Personal Finance Management
Smartphone application
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PFM FOR BPCE
France’s 2nd largest bank
A team including myself and two junior designers had
the opportunity to completely rethink the purpose of
today’s personal finance management (PFM) tools.
From illustrated scenarios to a mid-level prototype and
a video of the future vision of PFM tools, our goal was
to better integrate the role of banking advisors into our
daily banking needs.
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES
6 WEEKS
• 9 Stakeholder interviews
• 1 benchmark
• 1 co-creation workshop
• 4 personas
• 10 opportunity spaces
• 2 key use case scenarios
• 2 interactive prototypes
• 3 project videos
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CO-CREATION WORKSHOP
USER JOURNEYS
• Personas
• User Journeys following 4
situations/4 temporalities
• Address the needs of one
journey/situation
SERVICE IDEATION
• Round Robin
• Scenario Descriptions
• Sketch Representations
SERVICE DEFINITION
• Service lifecycle
• Poster
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APPROACH
An undefined field
of exploration
4 personas to reach
the limits of the field

Stéphane

For which we created 4 user
journeys according to 4
temporalities
Martine
Florian

And identified ideas to
address various problems or
expectations

Sabine
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APPROACH
Daily
Banking

Projet(s)

Overdraft

Impulse
Purchace

Treated during the Rumble
Treated by Fjord
Subject attached to a persona

Martine

Subject in relation to another
persona (Round Robin)

Stéphane

Sabine

Florian
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OPPORTUNITY SPACE - 1 OF 10

PROVIDE
CONTEXTUAL
INFORMATION
NOT JUST THE
FINAL SUM

ISSUES:
Camille is in overdraft. She
doesn’t know how it happened,
how long it has been the case
and how to avoid it in the
future. Not knowing what to do,
she calls her advisor for help.
Camille’s advisor recommends
that she reviews her overdraft
repayment options. However,
the advisor’s use of standard
bank terms confuses her.

PROPOSED SOLUTION:
Camille receives a push
notification from her advisor
just before her account looks
like it will go into overdraft.
She carefully considers the
budget suggested to her to
remain on top of her finances,
until her next pay cheque
arrives. Her advisor also offers
her a number of alternatives to
reduce the risk of going into
overdraft such as performing
an account transfer.
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SELECTED USE CASE SCENARIO
THE USER EXPERIENCE AND COMMERCIAL OPPORTUNITIES
Situation: The project lifecycle

PROPOSE APPROPRIATE ACTIONS THAT ALIGN TO THE CONTEXT OF THE SITUATION

SUPPORT CUSTOMER OBJECTIVES BY TURNING THEM INTO REAL POSSIBILITIES

EMPOWERING THE CLIENT AND ADVISOR
Global elements

CREATE EASY ACCESS POINTS

INTEGRATE THE ADVISOR INTO THE
SERVICE EXPERIENCE

ENABLE CUSTOMERS TO SHARE OR HIDE DATA
WITH THEIR ADVISORS
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APPLICATION
As Camille walks along the street she sees a car
for sale that she really likes and wonders if it is
time for a change. Curious to know if she could
buy it now, she creates a simulation of her current
finances to see if the timing is right.
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FJORD PARIS
Building A World Class Team
Management responsibilities
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FJORD OUT
An inspiration work out
As acting Design Director, I organised fortnightly ‘Fjord
Out’ sessions that allowed us the time to conduct
further research as observations, thematic workshops
or attend spontaneous events that added new
dimensions to how we think about our work.
For example we kicked off our very first ‘Fjord Out’
session by watching a short documentary called “Pôle
Emploi, ne quittez pas” (‘Employment Agency’, don’t
hang up). The short film gave us a picture of the issues
surrounding public services for the unemployed from
many angles. The time spent equalled about three
weeks of shadowing and observation research, which
we experienced in less than 80 minutes.
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OFF-SITE DAYS
Fjord Paris
My role as Service Design Lead (SDL) involved
preparing Fjord off-site days. This was done in
collaboration with the Group Director and anther SDL.
Over the course of one intensive day, we planned a way
to explore the operational and artistic challenges our
team faces. We did this by making use of Fjord’s
trademark design methods to express, clarify and find
solutions to better communicate with clients, deliver
high quality work and harmonise our studio processes.
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REPORTING &
RECRUITMENT
Fjord Paris
My position required me to manage the career
development and annuel review of two senior, two mid
and one junior designer.
I also played a significant role in the studio’s recruitment
activities. To support the growth of the team from
thirteen to twenty employees, I wrote position
descriptions for new recruits, actively reviewed potential
candidates, and interviewed successful applicants.
In addition to this I was the key point of contact for the
hiring and management of design interns. As a design
lecturer with ten years of teaching experience in three
countries, I enjoy working with junior designs and
watching their talents grow.
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APTUS HEALTH
INTERNATIONAL
MAY 2018 - JANUARY 2020

DIRECTOR PRODUCT
DESIGN & USER EXPERIENCE

UNIVADIS
Platform For Healthcare Professionals
Crossplatform application
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UX CENTER OF
EXCELLENCE
A global design team
Together with the VP of Product we established the
UX CoE to support Aptus Health’s product portfolio
across international boundaries and products lines.
I developed important working relationships in
France and the United States to lay the foundation
for a long-term sustainable collaborative working
environment between creative and design teams.
As a result, we produced a formal proposal, vision
and business model for the UX CoE. This involved
creating a strategy to highlight the Centre’s value
and to generate company-wide acceptance because
the UX CoE was the first of its kind for Aptus Health.
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PRODUCT LAB
Provide customer value
Together with the Director of Product Management I
co-led the Product Lab initiative which promotes a
product discovery mindset across product teams.
Product Owners and UX Designers work together
to learn fast from the Univadis user base to provide
answers where data alone cannot help us decide what
should be built.
Through the Product Lab we validated hypotheses
with select KPIs and research results to create
prototype solutions that when successful are
prioritised in the product roadmap.
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CHANGE MANAGEMENT
Towards new ways of working
I made a significant contribution towards the
transformation of the Product and Engineering
teams. The goal of senior management was to
break down existing silos and explore new ways
of working together.
To achieve this I led five internal workshops
together with two designers from the UX team to
address existing issues in the product and
engineering groups. Collaboratively we designed
solutions that would benefit both teams and
essentially the quality of product outcomes for
Aptus Health.
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APTUS HEALTH
Building A World Class Team
Management responsibilities
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UX DAYS
Highlighting the value of design
The UX team developed the idea of UX Days
which we put it into practice not long after I
started working at Aptus Health.
We set aside one day every fortnight to work on
known issues for our users and internal
collaborators with the Univadis platform that we
believed we could overcome by proposing a
variety of solutions to rapidly prototype and test.
The team successfully prototyped and tested a
number of design solutions that would not have
been possible following existing production
practices and processes.
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REPORTING &
RECRUITMENT
Aptus Health
My current position requires me to manage all
reporting milestones, including career and
personal development for six designers.
I lead all of the studio’s recruitment activities. This
involves writing position descriptions for new
recruits, budgeting, formal administrative tasks,
reviewing potential candidates, interviewing and
on-boarding successful applicants.
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DESIGN EXERCISE
A 10 HOUR CHALLENGE
MAY 2020

CHATBOT AND DESKTOP APPLICATION DESIGN EXAMPLES

REFUNDING AIRLINE
TICKETS FOR
DELAYED FLIGHTS
A CHATBOT DESIGN EXERCISE

WHAT
Customer journey map
The design of an airline chatbot, and in this
example the refund process for delayed flights,
requires all relevant information to be fully
available regarding possible issues that have
prompted the request for a refund. Therefore, I
created a customer journey map segment to
better understand:
1. the pre-flight & boarding experience
2. key moments of interaction
3. tangible and non-tangible touchpoints
4. required information

WHO
Prerequisites
The customer journey requires that our users have/are:
1. a mobile device to receive emails updates and/
or push notifications from their airline
application activated.
2. a digital boarding pass or QR code to retrieve
all passenger information and flight details.
3. waiting in the airline terminal lounge or gate,
ready to board the plane.
4. never board the plane due delays associated
with bad weather conditions.
5. to claim a ticket refund a few days after
the event.
We will label our users ‘Smartphone Bookers’ that
represent ‘early adopters’ in the travel industry.

HOW
A framework for designing chatbots
I used Jesús Martín's four step framework to
define the chatbot:
1. Scope
2. Personality
3. Must-have priorities
4. Flow

CHATBOT SCOPE
Expectations and service alignment
If we agree that customer expectations when
interacting with chatbots are to experience:
1. minimal friction
2. little to no wait time
3. 24/7 service access
Our chatbot should be the point of contact that
helps Emirates air travellers:
1. reschedule flights with alternative travel
options and automated re-booking
2. refund delayed flights
3. receive a partial refund if mid journey
4. let family/friends know about disruptions
via social networks

PERSONALITY
Making it real
It is important to create conversations that will engage
our ‘Smartphone Bookers’ and determine how the
chatbot will talk and behave in any given situation.
The Emirates airline chatbot should be:
• understanding,
• proactive and
• enthusiastic
about helping air travellers while endorsing accurate
and honest refund claims for airline employees.
Style: In general, simple and to the point. It could add
emojis to conversations with millennial audiences.

MUST-HAVE
Qualifying entitlements
The chatbot can ask for the following details in order
to initiate and validate an airline ticket refund.
Required information:
• full name (if unknown)
• contact number (if unknown)
• email address (if unknown)
• frequent flyer membership (if unknown)
• flight number and date (if unknown)
• proof of flight ticket
• letter/text confirming the flight delay
• ticket payment method (for refund)
• real-time flight status information
• weather forecasts

FLOW
Communication types
Communicating with the Emirates chatbot will be
through a combination of:
• typed text messages (e.g. WhatsApp)
• pre-written text responses (e.g. Linkedin)
• pre-set menu items (e.g. Andy Bot)
This is done to facilitate natural language
communication, save time and confusion with quick
responses and menu options.
If the chatbot fails to understand or be understood,
the client can be directed to an
airline agent via telephone to lodge the refund.
Limitations: Little airline policy knowledge.
Customer service alignment is needed.

WIREFRAMES
Happy flows
In the following wireframe examples a 'smartphone
booker’s flight details are automatically retrieved
after logging into an Airline's mobile application. The
application makes use of advanced fraud detection
technology to process claims immediately, in cases
where a refund is possible.
Ideally the scenarios should:
• reduce the number of qualifying questions
• enable immediate claims processing
• process reimbursements as quickly as possible
• reduce confusion by connecting to an airline agent
• shorten wait times, and
• enhance the overall user experience

Chatbot Flow

Chatbot to Agent Flow

MAKING DATA
ACTIONABLE
A DESKTOP DESIGN EXERCISE

WHAT & HOW
Data review
With the use of the Slack UI Kit, I designed a desktop
interface with various information sets that could
potentially help Emirates airline staff review and
process ticket refunds.
Key information includes:
• task bar
• process indicator
• recommended decision
• claim details
• confidence score
• document evidence
• keyword matching
• refund discussion
• passenger profile
Limitations: No formative or summative research.
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